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Short Biography 
My name is Jessica Randall. I am currently doing my honors in Pure Mathematics. 
I am interested in solving diverse problems in different fields using 
Mathematics and various technologies. My interests include exploration of new 
technologies and how they could be used to solve the world’s greatest problems. 
I enjoy reading about scientific discoveries and watching documentaries. I value 
leadership and aspire to lead to the best of my ability. My aspiration is to 
touch the individuals I get to meet through this journey. 
 

My goal 
To inspire young minds to be innovative and creative with their creations. To 
keep the resilient mindset in the field of developers. To expose them to big 
projects and projects on the scale that companies like Google address. Projects 
that are diverse and in different fields. To provide workshops on Google 
technologies and how useful they are to the projects they could be doing in the 
future. My aim is for this club to be inclusive of all fields as anyone can be a 
developer. 
 

My role  
My role as a lead is to provide support and encouragement to members with their 
aspirations, projects, and pitches. I would be leading them through the various 
Google technologies and providing exposure to projects or concepts that use 
them. I will be trying my best to get speakers that will provide relevant skills 
needed to be a successful developer. I would be responsible for introducing 
Google technologies, how to use them and creating challenges as well as co-
hosting hackathons with other leads that our students can join. 
 

My responsibilities  
To act as a liaison between Google and my university. To represent Google at my 
university. To promote Googles events and competitions at my university. Promote 
Google technologies and products. To build relationships with faculty and 
students on behalf of Google. 

 


